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Instructions (2022)

1. Follow the general instructions which we have followed in the previous
sem.

2. All documents including presentation slides are to be approved by the
guide.

3. The guide shall focus on the content and quality of the project and re-
port. The coordinator shall provide the general instructions, schedule,
and report format.

4. This sem the focus is on implementing the project design which we have
completed in M3.

5. Normally the duration of presentation will be 20, 30, and 50 minutes for
initial, mid-term, and final presentations respectively. Make all arrange-
ments well in time for the presentation and inform the coordinator and the
guide. If needed additional interim presentations also will be scheduled.

6. Encouraged to invite other faculty of CSE as well for the final presentation.
You have the freedom to invite students and faculty from other depts. also.

7. The audience is expected to ask relevant questions. The questions will not
harm the presenter!

8. The presentation should be conducted with the help of visual slides, for
which beamer class of LaTeX is found to be a very good option especially
if mathematical notations are involved. The slides are meant to help the
presenter. Hence lengthy sentences are to be avoided, except where it is
absolutely necessary.

9. The report should be in own language. Contents reproduced verbatim out
of necessity should be cited.

10. You are required to mention all sources of content or information as ref-
erence. Mention acknowledgments wherever appropriate.

11. You might have relied heavily on one or two reference papers for complet-
ing your work. Give due acknowledgment to such references rather than
a passive reference listing.

12. After completion of the project work, prepare one or two articles and
publish in conferences or journals of repute.
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13. Based on the work done in M3 including literature survey, system study,
and design, try to publish a paper in a conference at the beginning of M4.

14. File name formats: 7914.xx.midterm.pdf, 7914.xx.draft.pdf, 7914.chn20csipxx.pdf
(xx last two digits of your ktu reg no) for mid-term, final draft presentation
report, and approved report.

15. A 10 day report is to be submitted on 1, 11, and 21 of every month, which
covers works done during 1 -10, 11-20, 21-31 of the month.

16. The project file should be kept on the table in room #306, and is accessible
to the student, the guide, and the coordinator.

17. Once a document is filed and submitted no pages or document could be
removed. Corrections if required, do either in hand writing, or file a fresh
modified additional copy.

18. All emails related to this project should have subject line starting with
7914 from you college email id.

(ask)
Project Coordinator
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